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ON THE FIRST ORDER NATURAL OPERATORS TRANSFORMING 1-FORMS ON MANIFOLD TO LINEAR FRAME BUNDLE
In this paper we determine all first order natural operators transforming 1-forms on manifold to linear frame bundle.
We deduce that the fundamental operators here are complete lifts and a vertical lift of a 1-form.
In the paper, we use tensor evaluation theorem developed by I. Kolaf. The author is grateful to Professor I. Kolaf for suggesting the problem, valuable remarks and useful discussions.
1. Let M be a smooth n dimensional manifold. A section u : M T*M of a cotangent bundle qM T*M M define a classical field of 1-forms on the manifold M and define a linear map w : TM -> R with respect to a vector bundle structure PM TM -• M. If a 1-form a; on M has in a local chart ({/,£*) the local expression u = bi(x)dx\ then the linear map u : TM -»Rina local induced chart (PM(U), x\X*) on TM is of the form u = bi(x)X % . Let p : LM -> M be a linear frame bundle. A linear frame u at the point x on M is an linear isomorphism u : R n -» T X M. In a local chart (Z7, x 1 ) on M the linear frame u is of the form «(e^) = x*k gfrl®. We identify the linear frame u with u = (Xi,...,X"), where Xk = w(ejfe)-A local induced chart on LM is of the form (p~1(U),x\x'k). We define n maps W k : LM -> R for k = 1,..., n by formulas
where u> : TM -R is a field of 1-forms on M. 
The first order natural operators F : T*M -* T*LM are in bijection with natural transformation F : J l T*M -> T*LM and
Our aim is to find a general form of an L 2 "-equivariant smooth maps F { : R n X ... x R ra xR n * x <g) 2 R n * -»• R n * and G 
